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Purpose 
 

This paper describes the Intrinsic Practice, a 6-step method to enhance one's experience of happiness. 
It delineates the foundation upon which instructions for the use of the method are offered in an 
accompanying workbook.  The resources of the Intrinsic Practice will be available on a free and open-
access basis for anyone who wishes to pursue it. 
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Background 
 
For the sake of clarity and transparency, I wish to describe how the Intrinsic Practice came about. 
That practice developed in several phases that closely followed the evolution of my career as a 
clinician, researcher and leader in mental health and medicine. I started my career as a psychiatrist at  
university-affiliated hospitals of McGill University and the University of Toronto, dividing my time 
between research on the causes and treatment of anxiety disorders and providing care to patients who 
suffered from those disorders. After about 15 years of professional activity, I became interested in 
developing a method of therapy for those disorders that would be multi-modal, integrating 
pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy. I initially called that method “Intrinsic Psychotherapy.”    
 
As I began working on that method, some of my research activities on the neurobiology and treatment 
of anxiety disorders led me to investigate the potential anxiolytic effect of herbs used in Ayurvedic 
medicine, Tibetan medicine and traditional Chinese medicine. To do so effectively, I had to learn 
about the explanatory models associated with the use of those herbs. Unlike Western models of 
psychiatry or psychology, the models I was learning about focused on health rather than illness. As a 
result, I chose to make wellness, not merely symptom reduction, the main goal of Intrinsic 
Psychotherapy. The goal of attaining wellness seemed appropriate for many patients suffering from 
anxiety disorders because they could reasonably expect to eventually become  symptom-free with 
standard therapies. Consequently, I designed the general framework for Intrinsic Psychotherapy as a 
multi-modal integrative method of healing that aimed at wellness and provided a number of tools to 
be used within it. I offered those tools as supplements to standard-care to patients I was treating, who 
in turn reported to me on the usefulness of the tools.  
 
Shortly after beginning work on Intrinsic Psychotherapy, I took up the responsibilities of Chair of the 
Department of Psychiatry of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Ottawa and of Chief of 
Psychiatry at both the Royal Ottawa Health Care Group, a psychiatric and physical rehabilitation 
hospital, and The Ottawa Hospital, which, as a newly merged institution, became one of the largest 
hospitals in Canada. Although I continued to do some clinical research and practice, most of my time 
was spent in administration and leadership during a period of rapid change and high tensions triggered 
by, among other factors, major mergers and takeovers that involved the three institutions in which I 
had leadership responsibilities. Like many other academics and clinicians, I did not have much 
experience in administration.  I therefore sought training in administration and leadership, some of it 
at the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania.  
 
These work and training experiences made me very interested in the psychological aspects of 
leadership. Consequently, I developed tools for self-knowledge and self-development that were used 
for mentoring established and emerging leaders in healthcare.  I also presented on and conducted 
several workshops about these topics. Many of the tools that I had created for Intrinsic Psychotherapy, 
and that were deemed useful by patients, also proved to be useful for fostering  self-knowledge and 
self-development in leaders.  
 
After nearly nine years as Chair and Chief of Psychiatry, I took up the responsibility of Dean of the 
Faculty of Medicine of the University of Ottawa, which I held for eleven years. During those years, I 
continued to work on Intrinsic Psychotherapy and on programs of self-knowledge and self-
development for leaders. I was also involved in expanding the Faculty of Medicine’s wellness program 
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for physicians, in response to the increasing concerns in North America about the mental health and 
wellbeing of physicians and medical trainees. I began designing programs for improving physician 
wellness that incorporated the tools developed for Intrinsic Psychotherapy and for leadership 
development. Over time, my work on Intrinsic Psychotherapy, leadership development and physician 
wellness evolved to focus on answering a single question: “Could there be a method with tools 
designed specifically for a defined goal of health or wellness?”. Answering this question led to the 
creation of a 6-step method with tools that could be used by anyone who is healthy enough and 
interested in enhancing their ability to experience happiness. To this end, the multi-modal and 
integrative method incorporates notions of happiness that I had gained knowledge of through my 
long-time interest in philosophy, spirituality and history. Because enhancing one’s ability to experience 
happiness requires dedication and practice, and because the method was designed for those who are 
not in need of treatment, I named it Intrinsic Practice instead of Intrinsic Psychotherapy.  
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Proposition 
 
The proposition of the Intrinsic Practice is to offer “a method with tools that can be useful to enhance 
one’s ability to experience happiness. ” 
 
The practice’s method and tools have been developed specifically for anyone who is well and wants 
to enhance their ability to experience happiness. The practice has been helpful to a number of 
individuals in enhancing their ability to experience happiness. I know this based on anecdotal 
observations and on individual reports, drawn from my clinical and non-clinical professional activities. 
However, it is important to acknowledge that there is no scientific proof of efficacy for the Intrinsic 
Practice based on properly designed, rigorous studies with clinical or healthy subjects. Therefore, no 
claim beyond possible usefulness can be made at this point for the Intrinsic Practice. 
 
At a minimum, the Intrinsic Practice may be useful in the way that any practice that offers a method 
and tools is probably more useful than a non-systematic approach to achieve any type of skill or 
experience. Possibly, the anecdotal, individual reports of usefulness may add credibility and value to 
the Intrinsic Practice as a genuine attempt to offer a  practice with a method and tools to achieve self-
betterment, wellness and happiness. Nonetheless, at this point, nothing more than a modest assertion 
of usefulness may be made for the Intrinsic Practice.  
 
It is important to me as the author that the Intrinsic Practice be provided free of charge to any 
individual who may wish to use it. In the spirit and tradition of service that is part of my vocation and 
professional activities, any material such as books, manuals or toolkits that will be developed to 
support the use of the Intrinsic Practice will be available free of charge through open access.  
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Setting up 
my practice

Defining my 
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for my
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Method 
 
The method consists of 6 steps that have been designed to build upon one another in a set sequence. 
Each step offers a number of tools consisting of mnemonics with instructions, templates and 
techniques. To benefit fully from the Intrinsic Practice, each step must be studied and understood. 
Also, the tools must be used with a minimum of proficiency before moving to the next step and to 
the completion of a first full sequence of the method. Following the completion of the first sequence, 
the practice may focus on steps 2, 5 and 6 because the tools of steps 1, 3 and 4 are incorporated into 
those steps.  
 
This is the schematic description of the method’s 6 steps: 
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Step 1. Setting up my practice  
 
The objective of this step is to ascertain that one meets the following five prerequisites of being strong 
enough to pursue the Intrinsic Practice and of agreeing with its proposition and assertions about 
happiness: 
 
The first prerequisite is to fully ensure one’s readiness for the Intrinsic Practice. To benefit from the 
Intrinsic Practice, one must already enjoy a state of good mental health and strength. Individuals who 
suffer from a mental-health problem must be sufficiently well, strong and resilient before using the 
method. A few questions are provided to determine one’s readiness.  
 
The second prerequisite is to dedicate sufficient time for the study of the Intrinsic Practice.  This 
includes reading the material about the method, learning about its tools and using them with a 
sufficient level of proficiency. This time should be spent in a space that is conducive to focusing on 
reading about the method and using its tools. A template is provided for devising a schedule to spend 
time to pursue the Intrinsic Practice in a chosen space.  
 
The third prerequisite is to determine one’s agreement with the proposition of the Intrinsic Practice 
and its assertions about happiness. A checklist is offered to ascertain agreement or lack of.  
 
The fourth prerequisite is about commitment to the Intrinsic Practice. A tool is provided to make a 
declaration of commitment and to periodically review one’s commitment to the Intrinsic Practice.  
 
Finally, the fifth prerequisite is to learn to be sufficiently attentive to the Intrinsic Practice and 
committed to using the tools of its different steps. A technique on how to attain that level of 
attentiveness is provided.  
 
 
Step 2. Defining my happiness  
 
The objective here is to begin reflecting on and defining what happiness may mean for oneself. The 
word happiness has different meanings for different individuals. Quite often, one may or may not 
have even inquired and reflected about what happiness might be—in general and for oneself in 
particular. The Practice does not offer a definition of happiness because it would not presume to 
formulate one that would be valid for everyone. However, it proposes that each individual begin 
reflecting on and formulating a definition of what happiness may mean for them by considering five 
“elements” of the experience of happiness.  
 
The first element is about knowing or discovering one’s general and specific attributes as a person and 
learning to view happiness in relation to those attributes. A list of words is provided to help become 
aware of and record one’s attributes.  
 
The second element is about noticing and listing what one may care for and about, for example 
persons, ideas or things.  
 
The third element is about noticing and listing one’s sources of pleasure.  
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The fourth element is about defining and listing personal values. A list of words of values to choose 
from, if desired, is provided.  
 
Finally, the fifth element is about defining and listing the specific purposes in one’s life.  
 
A template is provided into which to insert words or descriptions for each of these elements. The 
notion of conduciveness or non-conduciveness to happiness is introduced in this step. This will make 
it possible to recognize what would be enabling of, or what could interfere with, experiences of 
happiness based on the elements of happiness identified. These elements may be balanced and 
harmonious and thus be enabling experiences for happiness. However, they may not be. For example, 
enjoyments may interfere with important relationships; purposes may be at odds with values; values 
and purposes may not be compatible with one’s attributes, etc. 
 
The use of the template and lists is meant to be dynamic and fluid and to stimulate personalized 
reflection and decision-making about what may define happiness at any point in time. It is also meant 
to be revised periodically in order to generate an accurate and vital definition of happiness in one’s 
practice.  
 
 
Step 3. Knowing myself  
 
The objective of this step is to learn to observe oneself and thus know oneself generally and in specific 
situations, with the goal of enhancing one’s experience of happiness, as shown in steps 5 and 6.  
 
For the knowledge to be deeper and more complete, observations should be conducted from multiple 
perspectives not limited to only a few dimensions such as, for example, emotions, thoughts and 
behaviors. Thus, seven “dimensions” of observation and knowledge are proposed. A first of three 
templates is offered to record a snapshot of observations, reflect on interactions between dimensions 
and make notes of these.   
 
The first dimension concerns the body and any experiences deriving from it. Instructions are offered 
for observing sensations, energy levels, breathing, comfort levels, pain, etc., for recording them and 
for reflecting on them. A list of words is provided to assist in describing one’s physical experiences, 
in recording them and in reflecting on them.  
 
The second dimension concerns feelings and emotions. Instructions are offered for observing 
emotional experiences, their qualities and intensities (positive or negative, etc.), for recording them 
and for reflecting on them. A list of words depicting emotions is provided.  
 
The third dimension concerns thoughts. Instructions are offered for observing thinking activities, 
thinking styles, logical and illogical processes, biases, narrow or wide perspectives, etc., for recording 
them and for reflecting on them. A list of words depicting these types of thinking is provided. 
 
The fourth dimension concerns actions and behavior. Instructions are offered for observing, 
recording and reflecting on wide-ranging facets of behavior, including demeanour, actions,  reactions, 
appearance, speech and communication. A list of words depicting these facets is provided.  
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The fifth dimension concerns psychological mechanisms, how to recognize them, and understanding  
how they operate on the other dimensions of the elements of happiness. A list of mechanisms is 
provided to help to learn and identify them. Three categories of mechanisms are suggested, based on 
whether they support or oppose elements of happiness or dimensions of self or compensate for the 
opposition. A second template is provided for that purpose.  
 
The sixth dimension concerns the origin of experiences, motivations and actions, whether they come 
from within or from outside and where their source of control may be (whether it is internal or 
external). The distinction between an “inside-out or intrinsic mode” and an “outside-in or extrinsic 
mode” is explained. Instructions are offered to distinguish between these two modes at any moment 
of a situation, to record and reflect on the mode that governs the situation and to derive knowledge 
from the distinction between the two modes. An emphasis is put on observing the effect of a mode 
on the experiences that are linked to other dimensions of self like emotions, thoughts and behavior.  
 
The last dimension concerns concepts of self, of others and of situations. Instructions and exercises 
are offered to learn about concepts and about how to formulate them for oneself. Instructions are 
also provided to observe and derive knowledge on the effects of such concepts on elements of 
happiness and dimensions of self, moment-to-moment over time.  
 
As in step 3, instructions are provided to differentiate how and when dimensions may be conducive 
or non-conducive to happiness. For example, a distinction is drawn between instances in which 
positive emotions, logical thinking and healthy concepts could enable experiences of happiness and 
instances in which, on the contrary, negative emotions, erroneous thinking and negative concepts may 
interfere with such experiences. A third template is provided to record observations by dimensions 
according to whether they may be conducive or non-conducive to happiness.  
 
 
Step 4. Knowing my world 
 
The objective of this step is to build knowledge about the world around oneself, the people in it, its 
structures, rules and cultures, one’s and others’ relationships and one’s duties within it. Instructions 
are offered for observing and reflecting on multiple perspectives about the world.  Thus, five “aspects” 
of observation and reflection are proposed. Knowledge of the world built in this way will be paired 
with knowledge derived from step 3 for simultaneous use in steps 5 and 6. A template which 
incorporates the five aspects of the world is provided to gain general knowledge of the world or 
knowledge related to specific situations and to the experiences of happiness or lack thereof that may 
be associated with those situations.  
 
The first aspect involves a general comprehensive observation of one’s world by answering the 
questions what, where, why, who, when and then reflecting on these answers to  generate a description 
of it.  
 
The second aspect concerns structures, hierarchies, authorities, governances, etc.—whether social, 
familial, political, religious, local or international. It investigates what they are, how to observe them, 
reflect on them and gain knowledge about them and their effects on oneself and others.  
 
The third aspect concerns laws and rules, formal and informal practices, cultural practices and 
influences, etc. and their effects on oneself and others.  
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The fourth aspect concerns one’s relationship with the world, with people within it, with institutions 
(local, regional, national or international) and with social, political, religious and ideological structures. 
Instructions for how to identify types of human relationships in harmony or in conflict are provided.  
 
The fifth aspect concerns one’s rights, responsibilities and duties in connection to one’s elements of 
happiness, as defined in step 2.  
 
A summative narrative description derived from the five aspects is suggested. It may be used generally 
or very specifically, situation by situation.  
 
Instructions are also offered to determine how and when aspects of one’s world may be conducive or 
non-conducive to happiness. For example, it should be determined when one’s personal, professional 
or social relationships and places of living or working enable one’s experiences of happiness and when 
they interfere with them, in relation to one’s elements of happiness.   
 
Step 5. Envisioning my happiness 
 
The objective of this step is twofold. The first is to be able to envision what an experience of happiness 
in a given situation could be like, once knowledge of one’s definition of happiness, of oneself and of 
one’s world as practiced in steps 2-4 is applied to a specific situation. The second is to evidence what 
the actual experience is in the situation and how it may be conducive or non-conducive to happiness.  
 
A template that combines the templates of steps 2, 3 and 4  is offered, and instructions are given for 
a three-step process that is as follows: First, one chooses a specific situation to work on or to solve 
and defines it in detail in the part of the template used for step 4 (Knowing my world). Second, one 
uses the part of the template from step 3 (Knowing myself) to envision what an experience of 
happiness could be like in the situation when all dimensions would be conducive to happiness. In 
doing so, one considers the elements of happiness from step 2 (Defining my happiness). Third, one 
evidences what the actual experience in this situation is by using once more the template from step 3 
(Knowing myself). From this, the dimensions that may be conducive or non-conducive to achieving 
the envisioned experience are determined.  
 
Alternatively, the same process can be carried out in a sequence whereby, after the situation is defined, 
the actual experience is evidenced before the envisioned experience is described. For reasons of 
practicality, either sequence can be used, depending on the situation. 
 
At the conclusion of this step, one is equipped with two sets of knowledge, evidenced and envisioned, 
that can be used to define an action plan during step 6, for example changing one’s experience from 
what is experienced to what could be experienced to sustain happiness, dimension by dimension.  
 
Also, specific situations, elements of happiness and aspects of the world that may be non-conducive 
to happiness can be evidenced during step 5 in order to generate changes in step 6. 
 
Step 6. Opting for my happiness  
 
At this step, the most substantial transformation occurs. The step offers a process by which an 
experience is changed from an unhappy to a happy one. Having established, for specific situations, 
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what dimension is conducive or non-conducive to happiness, one can embark on a process of opting 
for the conducive, whilst gently giving up the non-conducive, dimension by dimension. For example, 
anger can be given up and calm be chosen instead; an unreasonable thought about a feared outcome 
can be given up in favour of one that is more measured and realistic; a self-concept of unworthiness 
can be replaced with one of worth, etc. For each and every dimension, a specific technique for giving 
up and opting for may be chosen, such as visualization, affirmation, thinking correction, behavioral 
change, etc.  
 
The template offered is the same as for step 5, except for a column that lists these techniques, 
dimension by dimension. The techniques chosen may originate from neurosciences, psychiatry, 
psychology, philosophy, spirituality, conventional or alternative medicine, coaching, etc. Some of the 
techniques, however,  have been developed specifically for the Intrinsic Practice. 
 
Step 6 thus becomes a transformation plan that uses any technique clinically proven to work or that 
may work for an individual, tailored to specific situations. Because any change requires commitment 
and practice, one can practice in a gradual manner starting with specific situations in which change 
can be easier and then progressing to other situations that may offer more of a challenge. Practice can 
occur either during real situations or by rehearsing for a situation that is expected to occur. Practice 
may also be applied to past situations for which an envisioned experience of happiness could be 
chosen retrospectively instead of the one that had occurred. The practices can be tailored to any 
situation and may be broken down to specific roles—familial, professional, social, etc.—within any 
situation.  
 
Although this process of transformation is more often applied to one’s experience dimension by 
dimension, it can and should also be applied to one’s definition of happiness. For example, one may 
not be experiencing happiness in all situations because of a discordance between one’s values and 
purposes and one’s attributes, between one’s altruistic and selfish desires, between one’s personal 
attachments and pleasures, etc. This can be done by revisiting the work done for step 2.  
 
Similarly, it may be that at some point, some changes may be needed more in one’s external world 
than in oneself. Although the emphasis of the Practice is to enhance one’s experience of happiness 
primarily by changing oneself and one’s definition of happiness, there are situations in which a change 
in one’s world is required. For example, there may be incompatibilities between one’s values and 
purposes and between some aspects of one’s work, relationships, living environment, etc. This could 
be brought to light during step 5, and the changes should be applied accordingly.  
 
Once the full 6-step cycle of the Intrinsic Practice is completed with some proficiency, using the tools 
of steps 5 and 6 may suffice for continued practice.  It may simultaneously be necessary to revise the 
other steps, only as needed, for instance for redefining definitions of happiness or determining if 
external changes may be helpful. However, as with any practice, it may also be periodically necessary 
to go back to basics and redo the entire cycle in order to become more proficient with it or to gain 
new perspectives and avenues for transformation.  
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Tools 
 
The Intrinsic Practice offers three types of tools: mnemonics and templates created for each of the 
steps, as well as techniques borrowed from related fields to be used mainly for step 6. The mnemonics 
are memory aids that contain all the instructions for each of the 6 steps. The templates are to be filled 
in after either printing them or copying them manually into a diary or workbook, in support of learning 
and using the instructions. The techniques for step 6, where transformation occurs, are borrowed 
from fields such as neurosciences, psychiatry, psychology, philosophy, spirituality and leadership 
development, or created specifically for the Practice.  
 
 
Tool-wise, the method can be depicted schematically as follows,  
 
 

 
 
 
 
These are the mnemonics and templates for each of the steps: 
 
 
 

START

1 Template

PEACE

1 Template

MINDSET

3 Templates

WORLD

3 Templates

SEE

1 Template

GO

1 Template
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Step 1. Setting up my practice 
 
Mnemonic: START, which stands for Strength, Time, Agreement, Resolution, Thoughtfulness 
 
Template:  
 
 

 
 
  

  

M T W Th F S Su

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Daily Time
(Minimum 10 mins.)

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:

= Fill in once every day for 10 mins. Weekly  Time
(Minimum 30 mins.) = Fill once a week for 30 mins.

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Daily Time
(Min 10 mins.)

When:

Where:

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:

Weekly Time
(Min 30 mins.)

When:

Where:
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Step 2. Defining my happiness 

 
Mnemonic: PEACE, which stands for Purpose, Ethic (values), Attribute, Care, and Enjoyment. 

 
Template: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Role 
Person, Parent, Relative, Spouse, 

Citizen, Worker, Believer etc

Purpose Ethic Attribute Care Enjoyment

psychological, abstract, universal physical, concrete, individual

1. Do the elements represent me well?

2. Are there incompatibilities within Elements?

3. Are there incompatibilities between Elements?

4. Is there imbalance between elements?

Questions
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Step 3. Knowing myself 
 
Mnemonic: MINDSET, which stands for Mechanism, Intrinsicness, Notion, Doing, Soma (body), 
Emotion, and Thought 
 
 
Templates: 
 
 

 
 
and 
 

Emotion

Mechanism

Doing

Intrinsicness

Thought

Soma

Notion
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and 
 
 
 
 

Supporting Mechanisms: choose all that apply from list 
“Supporting Mechanisms.”

Opposing Mechanisms: choose all that apply from list “Opposing Mechanisms.”

Compensating Mechanisms: choose all that apply from list “Compensating 
Mechanisms.”
Make unconscious:

Physical:

Psychological:

On other persons:

ExperienceMechanisms

Comfort - Harmony

Discomfort - Conflict 

Compensated 
Discomfort - Conflict

Element, 
Dimension, etc.

III

II

I

General attribute:

Asset:

Ethic:

Purpose:

Emotion:

Thought:

Notion:

Other:
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Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Evidence Non-Conducive

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Evidence Conducive

Name of Situation:

P AE C E
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Step 4. Knowing my world 
Mnemonic: WORLD, which stands for W5, Organization, Relationship, Law and Duty 
 
Templates: 
 

 
 
 
 
and 
 
 

Name of Situation:

W5
Who? What? When? Where? Why?

Organization
Top, Middle, Bottom

Relationship
Family, Friend, Ally, Adversary, Opponent, 

Opportunist, etc.

Law
Law, Rule, Culture, etc.

Duty
Duty, Responsability, Roles

Description or Story:
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and 

P AE C E

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Evidence Non-Conducive

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Evidence Conducive

Name of Situation:

W5 DutyDescription or Story:

Organization Relationship Law
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-5
    

  -
4  

   -
3  

   -
2  

   -
1 

    
0 

    
+1

    
 +

2 
    

+3
    

 +
4 

    
+5

 

0    5    10    15    20    25    30    35    40    45    50    55    60    65   70   75    80    85    90    95    100 

U
n
h
ap
p
y

Age

H
ap
p
y
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Step 5. Envisioning my happiness 
 
Mnemonic: SEE, which stands for Situation, Envision, Evidence 
 
 
Template: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

P AE C E

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Evidence Non-Conducive Envision Conducive

Name of Situation:

W5 DutyDescription or Story:

Organization Relationship Law
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Step 6. Opting for my happiness 
 
Mnemonic: GO, which stands for Give up and Opt for. 
 
 
Template: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

P AE C E

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Evidence Non-Conducive

Name of Situation:

W5 DutyDescription or Story:

Organization Relationship Law

Techniques for practice

Soma

Emotion

Thought

Doing

Intrinsicness

Mechanism

Notion

Envision Conducive
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Name, Logo & Motto 
 
 
This practice is named the Intrinsic Practice mainly because it proposes that happiness is intrinsic to 
the human experience and that the path to happiness is intrinsic to each individual in any situation 
and can be attained through practice. The logo represents the acronym of the name (IP), and the 
motto “Intrinsic Therefore I Am” is inspired by René Descartes’ “Cogito Ergo Sum.” 
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